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Response to SAPC Draft Report
The Adelaide BioMed City board values the recognition from the SA Productivity Commission of
Adelaide BioMed City (ABMC) being an emerging precinct and it’s potential to support and increase
the efficiency and productivity of health and medical research, secure a greater share of national grant
funding and lift the state’s HRM competitiveness.
All around the globe, innovation precincts have been established to leverage the benefits of
collaboration within health ecosystems. Many examples around the world have shown that colocation combined with a clear direct strategy and facilitation of sharing knowledge, services,
infrastructure and a culture of collaboration, can lead to accomplishing globally significant precincts
that thrive in industry partnerships, innovation and translation. Innovation precincts are increasingly
seen as key to offering economic and productivity advantages to the involved businesses, investors,
employees and its community. Globally significant precincts are generally defined by significant
economic contribution, sophisticated infrastructure, substantial investment from diverse sources,
attraction and retention of talent, a large number of jobs and firms hosted, international partnerships
with active leadership and a strong culture of collaboration.
The ABMC Board acknowledges that a great deal of work is required to realise ABMC’s ambition of
becoming a globally significant precinct, with particular focus on the immediate need to develop a
clear strategy, to define and execute on the pathways towards this in collaboration with and on behalf
of the members of ABMC.
The draft SAPC report states: “there is scope for much better utilisation of facilities and infrastructure
and reduced overheads through better usage arrangements among the parties and one of the early
priorities to be around pursuing efficiencies in utilisation of resources and facilities.” The Adelaide
BioMed City Board acknowledges this. A recent success story is the South Australian Genomics Centre
(SAGC). The SAGC is a collective of Health, Agriculture and Environmental genomics and bioinformatics
experts and leaders. All parties have come together to consolidate facilities and resources. There is an
intention to explore opportunities in other omic areas. ABMC precinct has commenced its process to
develop a clear strategic outlook and plan. Part of this process is taking stock on the precinct’s
performance against the key success criteria of globally significant precincts. A heatmap has been
constructed using the 7 factors of success and their underlying characteristics, based on the report
about Global Innovation Precincts published by the NSW Productivity and Innovation Council. The
heatmap is designed to support the collective in providing clear objective views on how we are
performing and to enable leadership to make well-informed decisions about strategic priorities for
ABMC. Figure 1 provides an example visual representation of the heatmap. The heatmap is being
populated by key stakeholder groups, ranging from (precinct) leadership to researchers, community
and SA industry.
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A Strategy Taskforce, existing of representatives from all ABMC partners, has been put in place to
define and execute on the strategy process.
A Strategy Workshop is scheduled for Q4 2020 and will focus on what success will look like, the
strategic priorities and how to deliver on those priorities. Co-developed with extensive consultation
across precinct partners and other key stakeholder groups, including State government
representatives, clinical academics, biomedical researchers and industry, will ensure the plan
underpins the success of the partners and SA as a Growth State.
Governance follows purpose, vision and strategic goals and objectives. ABMC governance will be
reviewed in light of the newly defined strategy and aligned accordingly. In the draft report
recommendation 5.1.3, The Commission expressed the need for the Partners to incentivise their
representative executives to search for, deliver and report on precinct synergies, efficiencies and
general value. Incentivising the executive representatives to deliver on the defined united strategic
objectives is seen as beneficial to drive the precinct’s performance. The component of the strategy
development process around defining clear measures of success and reporting will further drive
visibility on its performance.
The draft SAPC report states: “Regarding the southern HMR precinct comprising Flinders University
and the Flinders Medical Centre, the picture is somewhat different because its area of HMR operations
is largely separate from the North Terrace precinct. The Commission sees merit in explicitly
accommodating that reality in the architecture for HMR in South Australia. The draft SAPC report
states: “There is a second precinct comprising Flinders University and the Southern Adelaide Local
Health Network (SALHN). It makes sense for Flinders University and SALHN to focus principally on this
second network.”
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ABMC Board supports that geographical focus of the precincts and the primary focus of the ABMC
Board is on the North Tce precinct. ABMC acknowledges that Flinders University has staff
geographically located within SAHMRI at the North Tce precinct and that notwithstanding the
emergence of the Southern precinct, Flinders University will continue as a valued ABMC partner in
that regard.”
Adelaide BioMed City encourages to keep the opportunity open to build effective knowledge transfer
networks between the two biomedical precincts. In the next year, the two precincts will be connected
by a 20 min train ride and for biomedical researchers of both health and biomedical precincts, it will
be highly beneficial to have accessibility to niche specialty areas and high-end infrastructure or
equipment to both SA biomedical precincts.
The ABMC Board appreciates the view of the SAPC Commission on the North Tce precinct and its
potential to lift the state’s HMR competitiveness and would like to thank the commission for its
support.
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